SANTA FE IRRIGATION DISTRICT
BOARD OF DIRECTORS SPECIAL MEETING
Santa Fe Irrigation District
5920 Linea del Cielo, Rancho Santa Fe, California 92067
THURSDAY, APRIL 29, 2021
8:30 a.m.
Due to the COVID-19 State of Emergency and pursuant waivers to certain Brown Act
provisions under the Governor’s Executive Orders, meetings of the Board and Board
Committees will be conducted via Zoom Meeting (webinar/teleconference) and there will be no
physical location from which members of the public may participate. Instead, the public may
listen and/or view the meeting proceedings and provide public comment and comments on
specific agenda items by following these instructions:
Instructions for Viewing or Listening to the Meeting:


To join from a PC, Mac, iPad, iPhone or Android device, please click or go to this URL to
join the Zoom video conference:

Please click the link below to join the webinar:
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88327491836?pwd=czg1ekE2SFdMWEM5a1ZySTJUYlE2QT09
Passcode: 225048
Or One tap mobile :
US: +16699009128,,88327491836#,,,,*225048# or +12532158782,,88327491836#,,,,*225048#
Or Telephone:
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location):
US: +1 669 900 9128 or +1 253 215 8782 or +1 346 248 7799 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 646
558 8656 or +1 301 715 8592 or 877 853 5257 (Toll Free) or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free)
Webinar ID: 883 2749 1836
Passcode: 225048
International numbers available: https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kcqbMkgsxV

Instructions for Making Public Comment: Members of the public who wish to address the Board
of Directors under public comment or on specific agenda items may do so in one of the following
ways:



You can send written comments to the Board Secretary for receipt no later than 7:30 am on April
29, 2021 to be read during the appropriate portion of the meeting. Written comments must be
limited to 300 words/ have a reading limit of 3 minutes for each comment and emailed to
kjohnson@sfidwater.org, mailed to the attention of Kim Johnson, Board Secretary, SFID, P. O.
Box 409, Rancho Santa Fe, CA 92067, or physically deposited in the District’s payment drop box
located in the public parking lot at the District’s Administrative Office at 5920 Linea del Cielo,
Rancho Santa Fe, CA, or mail to P. O. Box 409, Rancho Santa Fe, CA 92067.



On Zoom video conference via the web or Zoom App go to Participants list. Hover over your
name and click on “Raise Hand.” This will notify the moderator that you wish to speak during
Oral Communication or during a specific item on the agenda.



On Zoom via phone, you can also raise your hand by pressing *9 when to notify the moderator
that you wish to speak during the current item.

These public comment procedures supersede the District’s standard public comment policies and
procedures to the contrary.
ROLL CALL – CALL MEETING TO ORDER
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE – President Hogan
ORAL COMMUNICATIONS
Opportunity for members of the public to address the Board (Government Code Section 54954.3) Individuals may
address the Board regarding items not appearing on the posted agenda, which are within the subject matter jurisdiction
of the Board, at any time. Comments and inquiries pertaining to items listed on the agenda will be received during the
deliberation of the agenda item. Speakers are asked to state their name, address, and topic, and to observe a time limit
of three (3) minutes each.

DISCUSSION
1. 2021 Strategic Planning Workshop #4 (pages 3-37)
DIRECTORS’ COMMENTS
Director’s comments are comments by Directors concerning District business, which may be of interest to the Board.
They are placed on the Agenda to enable the individual Board members to convey information to the Board and the
public. No action is to be taken on comments made by the Board members.

2. Directors’ Comments
ADJOURNMENT
Any writings or documents provided to a majority of the Board of Directors for any item on this agenda will be made
available for public inspection on the District’s website at www.sfidwater.org
Assistance for the disabled: If you are disabled in any way and need accommodation to participate in the Board meeting, please
call the Board Secretary at (858) 756-2424 for assistance at least three (3) working days prior to the meeting so the necessary
arrangements can be made.
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DATE:

April 29, 2021

TO:

Board of Directors

FROM:

General Manager

SUBJECT:

2021 Strategic Planning Workshop #4

DISCUSSION:
The Strategic Business Plan (SBP) is a critical element for establishing policy guidelines for the
District. This workshop is the fourth in a series of Special Meetings that are proposed through the
remainder of the fiscal year (June 30, 2021). The workshop will be held as a public meeting and
the public will have the opportunity to provide comment and address the Board.
The last Board adopted SBP was completed in 2012. Since 2012, there are many external factors
that have long ranging impacts to the water industry, and specifically, SFID. These factors include:





Extended drought mandates from the state of California and newly adopted regulations
on water use efficiency as a new way of life for Californians;
Aging infrastructure;
Changing workforce;
Rising costs of imported water.

The fourth workshop will provide the Board the opportunity to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Comment on updated draft Mission, Vision, and Values
Review, discuss, and comment on proposed strategies
Review, discuss, and comment on proposed objectives
Report on outreach plan and timing
Discuss the next steps in the strategic planning process

Following this workshop, it is anticipated that outreach activities will be initiated.
COMMITTEE ACTION:
This item was not considered at the Committee level.
FISCAL IMPACT:
There is no direct fiscal impact associated with the review of this item.
Attachment A:

Progress Summary to Date – Strategic Plan

Prepared by: Albert C. Lau, P. E., General Manager
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ATTACHMENT "A"
2021 Strategic Plan
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Michael T. Hogan, President
Frank J. Creede
Dana Friehauf
Sandra Johnson
Andrew Menshek
GENERAL MANAGER: Albert C. Lau
NOTE THAT RED TYPE IS EITHER A NOTE OR NEW TEXT. IT SHOULD BE OBVIOUS WHICH FROM THE CONTEXT.
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Topics for the April 29, 2021 Workshop
1. Comment on updated draft Mission, Vision, and Values and finalize.
2. Review, discuss, and comment on proposed goals and objectives.
3. Report on outreach plan and timing and next steps.

DRAFT
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Mission
Consider whether the mission statement effectively describes the purpose of the District, whom
it serves, and how it measures success; whether it is concise and understandable; and whether it
includes any other elements you believe are essential.

Current Mission
Santa Fe Irrigation District will provide its customers with safe and reliable water.

Updated Draft Mission Statement
The mission of SFID is to meet the water supply needs of all its customers—safely, sustainably,
reliably, and cost‐effectively.
NOTE: GREEN TEXT ARE NOTES FROM LAST WORKSHOP: Consensus is that this mission statement
is: succinct, covers discuss, easily remembered. Would like to add in service (or) try capturing
service as part of values or vision.
Note: we did not see a way to add in the idea of service, but service is thoroughly covered in the vision and values.
One staff member suggested "community" might be better than "all customers."

DRAFT
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Vision
The District has an existing vision statement. Because mission and vision form the foundation for
the strategic plan, the consultant asked the group to fully update the vision in light of the current
circumstances and future challenges.

Proposed Draft Vision
Within the next ten years, Santa Fe Irrigation District will ensure:
Sustainable water supplies — proactively managing our water resources and cost‐
effectively meeting long‐term needs.
Reliable infrastructure — proactively planning and managing to provide cost‐effectively
meet customer needs.
High performing staff — providing excellent service in an inclusive, team‐oriented
environment.
Cost‐effective operations — executing well to deliver quality service.
Customer focus — proactively communicating and meeting expectations.
Environmental stewardship — affordably adapting to our changing climate and decreasing
our environmental impacts.
Resiliency — planning for critical events and threats to mitigate their effects.

DRAFT
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Values
In simple terms, we can define values as what we consider important—what we believe is right.
In business and government, core values are those that are ingrained, a source of an
organization's distinctiveness, and are not compromised for economic or other gains.

PROPOSED DRAFT VALUES
In Our Actions and Decisions, We Prioritize:
Teamwork — Our success is built on cooperation, collaboration, and respect for each other, our
customers, communities, and neighboring agencies.
Inclusiveness — We embrace diversity, our organization is positive and respectful, and every
voice matters.
Continuous improvement – We are dedicated to excellence and innovation in everything we do.
Transparency — We communicate freely, report honestly, listen attentively, and make decisions
transparently.
Accountability — We are all responsible—individually and collectively—for providing cost‐
effective, high‐quality service to our customers.
Sustainability — we are good stewards of our resources and our environment, benefitting
current and future customers.

DRAFT
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Draft Goals and Objectives
1. Sustainable, Cost‐Effective Water Resources
OBJECTIVE 1.1: Long term water supply costs are minimized.
OBJECTIVE 1.2: Help customers improve water use efficiency.
OBJECTIVE 1.3 Long‐term water supplies and water use are in balance.

2. Effective Engagement with Customers and Stakeholders
OBJECTIVE 2.1: Understand and meet customer expectations.
OBJECTIVE 2.2: The diverse needs and perspectives of customers throughout the service area
are equitably balanced. (F)
OBJECTIVE 2.3: Customers throughout the service area understand and support the District.
OBJECTIVE 2.4: The District collaborates where beneficial to reduce costs or improve service.
OBJECTIVE 2.5 SFID is a valued and trusted partner to agencies across the region.
OBJECTIVE 2.6: Proactively engage in regulations and legislation that may impact it.

3. Cost‐Effective, Resilient Infrastructure and Operations
OBJECTIVE 3.1: An infrastructure master plan guides facility upgrades and replacements.
OBJECTIVE 3.2: Mandated Hodges improvements are completed cost‐effectively and on time.
OBJECTIVE 3.3: The District follows an approved plan to effectively mitigate climate change
impacts, benefitting the environment and ratepayers.
OBJECTIVE 3.4: Maintenance is guided by a maintenance management plan.
OBJECTIVE 3.5: Service standards are met at the lowest long‐term cost.

4. Motivated, High Performing, Well Supported Staff
OBJECTIVE 4.1: Attract and retain excellent staff.
OBJECTIVE 4.2: A competitively compensated, well‐trained staff
OBJECTIVE 4.3: Staff is skilled at helping customers use water efficiently.
OBJECTIVE 4.4: Technology is utilized to increase the effectiveness of staff.
OBJECTIVE 4.5: Staffing is optimized to meet service levels.

5. Well Planned, Sustainable and Effectively Managed Finances
OBJECTIVE 5.1: Finances are managed based on a comprehensive long‐range financial plan.
OBJECTIVE 5.2: The rate structure is legally defensible, practical to implement, provides
adequate revenue, and is widely accepted as fair by customers throughout the service
area.
OBJECTIVE 5.3: The current excellent credit rating, appropriate reserves and other financial
metrics are maintained.

DRAFT
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Individual Goals
GOAL 1. Sustainable, Cost‐Effective Water Resources
Strategic Challenge. The District's lowest cost water supply comes from its own Hodges Lake; other
water sources come from our membership in the County Water Authority, and they in turn contract for
imported water from a number of sources. Imported water supplies are rising in cost faster than
inflation, and the District has little to no control over that. Costs will increase further as some members
of the County Water Authority utilize their own sources. When they decrease their commitment to
imported water, the remaining members will have to split the contribution that they will roll off. In
addition, the state through SB606 and AB1668 will set more strict water use allocation (likely cutbacks)
expected in 2024. Participating in an Indirect Potable Reuse Project (IPR) can provide a 10% increase in
the state allocation. Therefore, the District will seek to maintain as much control as possible by
continued active membership in the County Water Authority, by prioritizing access to Lake Hodges
supply, and by seeking to work with our closest neighbors to explore opportunities to maximize access
to local water supplies (including IPR).
Therefore, when faced with new water supply opportunities or options, we will seek to develop and enhance
local water supplies first.
Strategic Result. Lower long‐term water supply costs, improved reliability, and sustainability, and greater
management flexibility and opportunities due to the greater degree of local control.
The following objectives and implementation actions must be completed to fulfill Goal 1.

OBJECTIVE: 1.1: Long term water supply costs are minimized.
Evaluate purchasing additional water rights if City is willing with completion of Pure Water.
Explore potential IPR project with other regional partners.
Exercise leadership on near‐term Hodges repairs that must be complete within two years or lake level
must be lowered.
Evaluate San Dieguito Reservoir upgrades to recover 30% lost capacity.
Evaluate treating brackish water to improve water quality and decrease silting in San Dieguito.

OBJECTIVE 1.2: Help customers improve water use efficiency.
Update conservation programs and be prepared before new state standards (SB 606/AB 1668) take
effect that are likely to cut back use by 2024 or so. Our goal is to help customers rather than police
them.

OBJECTIVE 1.3: Long‐term water supplies and water use are in balance.
Develop plan to avoid large cutbacks during drought.

DRAFT
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A Look at Current and Potential Future Water Supplies
Staff will present a brief presentation outlining projects for evaluation that could provide
numerous potential benefits, including long‐term cost savings, increased water supplies available
to customers, better access to state grants and low interest loans, and other benefits. This will
provide additional background that will be helpful to the Goal 1 water supply discussion.

DRAFT
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GOAL 2. Effective Engagement with Customers and Stakeholders
Strategic Challenge. The District Board and staff are committed to being proactive in the sharing of
information, listening to customers to understand their diverse perspectives, answering questions, and
being responsive. In addition, it is a priority to engage with customers throughout the service area to build
a shared understanding and support for District programs and policies. The commitment to engagement
extends to stakeholders: HOAs, neighboring water district managers and directors, the County Water
Authority (CWA), and others. The District will also engage through CWA and with other partners to
proactively advocate for its customers' interests in regulatory and legislative forums.
Therefore, each day, we must consider if we have done enough to engage with the right people, understand
them, and build productive relationships.
Strategic Result. Increase District understanding of customers' needs and perspectives; increase
engagement to build understanding and support for the District's programs; enhance productive working
relationships with neighboring and regional partners, and effectively advocate for our customers' interests
in legislative and regulatory forums.
The following objectives and implementation actions must be completed to fulfill Goal 2.
OBJECTIVE 2.1: Understand and meet customer expectations.
OBJECTIVE 2.2: The diverse needs and perspectives of customers throughout the service area are
equitably balanced.
OBJECTIVE 2.3: Customers throughout the service area understand and support the District.
OBJECTIVE 2.4 The District collaborates where beneficial to reduce costs or improve service.
OBJECTIVE 2.5 SFID is a valued and trusted partner to agencies across the region.
OBJECTIVE 2.6: Proactively engage in regulations and legislation that may impact it.
Identify key legislation and regulations and plan to impact.

DRAFT
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3. Cost‐Effective, Resilient Infrastructure and Operations
Strategic Challenge. The District’s infrastructure is aging but well maintained and managed. There are
substantial treatment facility improvements that are built into the current budget. Staff has identified a
need to improve the corporate yard and Lake Hodges requires costly seismic upgrades. The challenge is to
maintain a cost‐effective, reliable and resilient infrastructure in the face of these and other challenges.
Therefore, each day, we must develop and implement thoughtful long‐range facility planning and effective
operations and maintenance.
Strategic Result. Facilities and operations that meet identified service levels reliably and cost‐effectively.
The following objectives and implementation actions must be completed to fulfill Goal 2.
OBJECTIVE 3.1: An infrastructure master plan guides facility upgrades and replacements.
Note: The District is beginning a major Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) and Master Plan. These studies
will systematically evaluate the water system and develop a 10 year plan for upgrade and maintenance,
along with timing and costs. As the studies unfold, staff will be asking the board to give direction on the
amount to invest in the system that best balances cost, risk, and service reliability.
New or updated corporate facilities.
OBJECTIVE 3.2: Mandated Hodges improvements are completed cost‐effectively and on time.
Exercise leadership to ensure the near‐term Hodges improvements are completed on time to avoid
additional water level cutbacks.
OBJECTIVE 3.3: The District follows an approved plan to effectively mitigate climate change impacts,
benefitting the environment and ratepayers.
OBJECTIVE 3.4: Maintenance is guided by a maintenance management plan.
OBJECTIVE 3.5: Service standards are met at the lowest long‐term cost.
Develop service standards and implement through all key plans (CIP, staffing, etc.)
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4. Motivated, High Performing, Well Supported Staff
Strategic Challenge. The District staff are highly trained, experienced, and motivated. It is an ongoing
challenge to balance staffing and workload so that the staffing remains lean to contain long term costs but
is also adequate to meet needs. Also, competition for experienced staff in the water industry is intense,
especially for certified positions. There are around 400 vacancies expected in the region in the coming five
years and SFID could experience retirement of up to 35% of its staff during that period.
Therefore, it is critical to identify long‐term staffing needs and levels, and have adequate recruitment,
retention and succession plans and actions.
Strategic Result. Recruit and retain a motivated, high, performing staff and support them so they can
sustain their performance over time.
The following objectives and implementation actions must be completed to fulfill Goal 2.
OBJECTIVE: 4.1: Attract and retain excellent staff.
Develop long‐term staffing and succession plan.
OBJECTIVE 4.2: A competitively compensated, well‐trained staff.
OBJECTIVE 4.3: Staff is skilled at helping customers use water efficiently.
OBJECTIVE 4.4: Technology is utilized to increase the effectiveness of staff.
OBJECTIVE 4.5: Staffing is optimized to meet service levels.
Enhance interdepartmental collaboration.

DRAFT
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5. Well Planned, Sustainable and Effectively Managed Finances
Strategic Challenge. The District has long prided itself on providing quality water services to its customers
at among the lowest rates in the County. The District Board and staff also take seriously their responsibility
to use the funds they receive from customers responsibly, effectively, and transparently .
Therefore, it is critical to develop long‐term financial plans and to maintain clear and understandable
financial policies and reporting.
Strategic Result. Strong, stable, and sustainable finances are needed to provide quality service into the
future; along with fair and steady rates; and transparent, understandable financial reporting.
The following objectives and implementation actions must be completed to fulfill Goal 2.
OBJECTIVE 5.1: Finances are managed based on a comprehensive long‐range financial plan.
OBJECTIVE 5.2: The rate structure is legally defensible, practical to implement, provides adequate
revenue, and is widely accepted as fair by customers throughout the service area.
OBJECTIVE 5.3: Maintain excellent credit rating, appropriate reserves and other financial metrics. .

DRAFT
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Single‐Page View of the Core Elements of the Strategic Plan
MISSION
VISION
VALUES

OBJECTIVES & IMPLEMENTATION

GOALS

meet the water supply needs of all its customers—sustainably, safely, reliably, and cost‐effectively.
Sustainable water supplies (SW)

Reliable Infrastructure (IN)

High Performing Staff (H)

Environmental Stewardship (E)

Resiliency (R)

Cost Effective Operations (O)

Teamwork (T)
Sustainable, Cost‐Effective
Water Resources (H), (C)

Inclusiveness (IS)

Continuous Improvement (IM)
Transparency (Y)
Accountability (A)
The following goals, objectives and implementation actions fulfill the mission and vision
Effective Engagement with Customers
Cost‐Effective, Resilient
Motivated, High Performing, Well
and Stakeholders (F)
Infrastructure and Operations (IN), (R), (O)
Supported Staff (C)

1.1: Long term water supply costs are
minimized. (S), (H), (E), (O)

2.1: Understand and meet customer
expectations.

1.2: Help customers improve water use
efficiency. (S), (H), (E), (F)

2.2: The diverse needs and perspectives of
customers throughout the service area are
equitably balanced. (F)

1.3: Long‐term water supplies and water use
are in balance. (A), (SW), (E), (F)

2.3: Customers throughout the services area
understand and support the District. (Y), (F)
2.4 The District collaborates where beneficial
to reduce costs or improve service. (A), (T),
(IM)
2.5 SFID is a valued and trusted partner to
agencies across the region. (Y), (SW), (E)
2.6: Proactively engage in regulations and
legislation that may impact it. (Y), (O), (F)

3.1: An infrastructure master plan guides
facility upgrades and replacements. (IN), (O),
(R)
3.2: Mandated Hodges improvements are
completed cost‐effectively and on time.
(SW), (O)
3.3: The District follows an approved plan to
effectively mitigate climate change impacts,
benefitting the environment and ratepayers.
(A), (S), (H), (R)
3.4: Maintenance is guided by a maintenance
management plan. (IN), (O), (IM)

4.1: Attract and retain excellent staff. (IM),
(IS), (H), (O)
4.1: A competitively compensated, well‐
trained staff. (T), (IM), (H), (O)
4.2: Staff is skilled at helping customers use
water efficiently. (IM), (S), (SW)
4.3: Utilize technology to increase the
effectiveness of staff. (IM), (IN), (O)
4.4: Staffing is optimized to meet service
levels. (A), (IM), (T), (H), (O),

Customer Focus (F)
Sustainability (S)
Well planned, Sustainable and Effectively
Managed Finances (C)
5.1: Finances are managed based on a
comprehensive long‐range financial plan. (A),
(Y)
5.2: The rate structure is legally defensible,
practical to implement, provides adequate
revenue, and is widely accepted as fair by
customers throughout the service area. (A),
(Y)
5.3: The current excellent credit rating,
appropriate reserves and other financial
metrics are maintained.(A), (M), (IN)

3.5: Service standards are met at the lowest
long‐term cost. (A), (IM), (IN), (H), (O)
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Outreach and What's Next
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DETAILED NOTES AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION
FROM PREVIOUS WORKSHOP
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Detailed Notes and Edits of Draft Values (May Be Helpful Background
Information)
Note: these are more detailed notes showing the original draft from workshop #3, in case it is helpful to review this.

Blue type represents the draft version from the last workshop
Black type is the new recommended version but unchanged from last time.
Brown type is recommended new text. In some cases there are two alternatives. The top one is
the recommended one.
Green text are summarized notes from the discussion at workshop #3

Within the next ten years, Santa Fe Irrigation District will ensure:
Managing our water supply portfolio to effectively meet changing demands and availability of
water supply. (existing)
Sustainable water supplies — cost‐effectively meeting long‐term needs from a portfolio of
sources.
Sustainable water supplies — cost‐effectively meeting long‐term needs.
Sustainable water supplies — cost‐effectively meeting long‐term needs from reliable and
sustainable sources.
Several participants had a problem with "portfolio of sources.” "Reliable and sustainable"
should replace "a portfolio." Need efficiency or water use efficiency. Some don't know
where water use efficiency fits into water supply. Establishing reliable source for long‐term
needs is being sustainable.
Building, maintaining and operating infrastructure to maximize asset value. (existing)
Efficient and Reliable Infrastructure — meeting customer needs at the lowest long‐term
cost.
Reliable Infrastructure — Proactively planning to provide resilient, cost‐effective
infrastructure.
Efficient and Reliable Infrastructure — Proactively updating and maintaining the water
system for resilience in a changing world.
Building/maintaining resiliency in terms of operations and infrastructure
Disagrees with "meeting customer needs" and "lowest"
Lowest long‐term cost implies that it's the only factor for consideration and make not
always make sense. It's too definitive and may not be the only criterion.
Comment should be how the reliable infrastructure
Goes to planning and execution focus
Think "emergency preparedness" should fall under this heading
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Likes "reasonable" instead of "lowest".
Maintaining a high performing, stable workforce. (existing)
High Performing staff — working in an inclusive, team‐oriented environment.
High Performing staff — providing excellent service in an inclusive, team‐oriented
environment.
High‐Performing Staff – working in an inclusive, customer‐focused environment.
High‐Performing Staff – ensuring excellent service in an inclusive, team‐oriented,
customer‐focused environment.
Seems too internal, want to proactively think for future, could this be included with team‐
oriented and proactive? Seems like an internal goal not related to the customers' visions for
the district. At least one person liked this category/statement.
Demonstrating cost effectiveness and efficiency in District operations and service delivery as
measured by identified standards. (existing)
Cost‐effective operations — providing quality service delivery and value for the rates our
customers pay.
Cost‐effective operations — Executing well to deliver quality service.
Not value, focus on execution, don't like rates our customers pay, agree with value, not
good, don't like. Issues with "value for the rates our customers pay." How do you measure
value? Rate studies exist because shared understanding and support hasn't been
accomplished.
Providing responsive customer service and essential public information. (existing)
Responsive service — that is professional, reliable, and customer‐focused.
Customer Focus — proactively communicating and meeting expectations.
NOTE: This combines responsive Service and Customer Engagement below into a single value

Merge with customer engagement below. Too reactive. Where are we anticipating issues?
Proactive and responsive service. Forward looking. Change to customer focus. Consider
changing to customer focus and engagement. Just reacting to what is. There are no
actionable activities behind this that wouldn't fit in another category or focus. If keeping
customer focus is a separate issue, perhaps it should be identified as such. We could do a
better job of asking and taking what input we get. Goes along with customer engagement
and customer focus. Don't want to lose customer service and engagement.
Customer Engagement — building shared understanding with our community and
stakeholders and working toward common goals.
"I don't understand this," some said, so it may need additional explanation. "Responsive
service" and "customer engagement" could be merged. Consider customer focus and
engagement. Want to reach out to customers more. Nearly all agree it could be combined
with "responsive service." This term is vague and does not necessarily reflect the
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customers' intent. There are opportunities for engagement to find out what more our
customers want.
Environmental Stewardship — adapting to our changing climate and decreasing our
environmental impacts.
Environmental Stewardship — affordably adapting to our changing climate and decreasing
our environmental impacts.
Thrilled with this. Need affordable in there. Perfect, but can't be at any cost, without
making sure it's affordable.
Emergency Preparedness — proactively planning for and mitigating the effects of droughts,
fires, earthquakes, and other events.
Resiliency —planning for critical events and threats to mitigate their effects.
Struggling with word "emergency." Consider just preparedness. In favor of "resiliency".
Cyber/fire, etc. happen instantly. Resiliency is not enough. Need to incorporate operational
emergency. Need to prepare for things that are not an emergency. Get proactive in other
parts to handle non‐emergency situations. Need to be prepared. This is distinct from other
challenges. After earthquakes and other events, add "unforeseen critical events and/or
threats." Include poison. Seems visionary to consider current and future effects. Could be
rolled up under infrastructure. Question whether this belongs in vision at all. There is
resiliency of infrastructure and operations to do more than react to unforeseen events.
There are other things – events for which we prepare – that do not rise to the level of
emergency. Struggling with words like drought, which are becoming more normal than an
emergency, but not only in water – anything we're faced with managing. Reword title to be
more reflective than simply emergencies. May prefer emergency over resiliency.
More concerned about cybersecurity, which may not be adequately addressed within the
SFID. Ever‐increasing scope of complexity that needs proactive attention.
Think there's another side as well: consumption
Critical is addressing water use efficiency (which is currently unaddressed) ‐ not necessarily
conservation, but the notion of people using water more efficiency.
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Detailed Notes and Edits of Draft Values (May Be Helpful Background
Information)

Note: these are more detailed notes showing the original draft from workshop #3, the notes in
green from that workshop, and edits in black and brown type. In some cases there are two
alternatives. The top one is the recommended one.
In Our Actions and Decisions, We Prioritize:
Teamwork — We cooperate and collaborate with other agencies, our community, our customers,
and with each other.
Teamwork — Our success is built on cooperation, collaboration, and respect for each other, our
customers, communities, and neighboring agencies.
Teamwork — We cooperate and collaborate with our customers, communities, neighboring
agencies, and each other.
This value was liked. It looks like it provides direction to staff. Make sure employees view this.
Would like to see "mutual respect." Put "agencies" at back end. Potential collaboration is for Board
as well. Positive and inclusive should go in here. Should say "customers, community, and
agencies…."
Inclusiveness — We embrace diversity, our workplace is positive and respectful, and every voice
matters.
Inclusiveness — We embrace diversity, our organization is positive and respectful, and every voice
matters.
Newly added value with widespread support. Should say "organization" instead of "workplace.".
Our workplace is positive. Why not organization? Goes way beyond workplace. Starting with our
organization to get other ideas inclusively.
Excellence — We are dedicated to continuous improvement and innovation, and strive for
operational excellence in everything we do.
Continuous Improvement – We are dedicated to excellence and innovation in everything we do.
Consider removing "operational". In an effort to seek out best practices. I would like "continuous
improvement" in the title. Some like Excellence in title. Why operational and not for the entire
organization? Internal proactivity falls under continuous improvement. How do we weave that into
its proper location? Seek our best practices, effectiveness, ongoing striving for improvement. Word
"innovation" gets to proactive mindset.
Transparency — We communicate freely, report honestly, listen attentively, and make decisions
transparently.
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Accountability — We are all responsible—individually and collectively—for providing cost‐
effective, high‐quality service to our customers.
Sustainability — we are good stewards of our resources and our environment, benefitting current
and future customers.
How do our values capture our intent for all viewers – customers, the Board and employees as well
– that we conduct ourselves within the organization? Captured within core values.
Clearly stating core values helps employees – these should also reflect the Board values, the public,
our community, etc.
Likes the format that was originally for entire staff, with the inputs of the Board. Needs to be
organization wide Anticipate getting staff input. Theme is consistent and no pushback is expected.
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Topics, Issues, and Comments by Focus Area (May Be Helpful
Background Information)

The following pages contain each of the focus areas that were identified in the October
workshop and the various topics, issues and comments on each of those focus areas. This
may be useful raw material to check for ideas and issues to incorporate into the plan.

FOCUS AREA 1: Fiscal Responsibility & Sustainability
Raw Data
Note that the raw data is a summary of comments on this topic from multiple sources. It is just for
reference in the event it stimulates some ideas. It will be deleted later.
FROM ENVIRONMENTAL SCAN
 STRENTH: Low rates


STRENGTH: low cost Hodges water



CHALLENGE: cost pressures, especially from imported supplies

FROM SUMMARY OF THE INTERVIEWS

Despite progress made on future OPEB liabilities with the three‐tier retirement program, some
believe those benefits are too much.


Some feel the current rate structure is ok and others that it needs to be revisited.



Rates are low, but some are focused on the continuing need to find economies, to keep staffing
slim, and to generally focus on affordability and cost control.



Rates are low, but…several commented that people need to prepare to pay more in the future.



While the public wants low water rates – they would not tolerate it if we ever found ourselves
without water because of a failure to invest adequately.



A few brought up the need for a comprehensive long‐term financial plan to help manage and
buffer costs, shocks, and challenges over time. One pointed to the CWA document that contains
all financial policies, management criteria and other components of a Plan in one document.



Are we at risk from having reserves taken by the state?

FROM MISSION
 Fair and equitable costs
FROM VISION STATEMENTS
 Sustainable, equitable, affordable, and certainty in rates


Financial reserves



Systematic and Long term business financial planning



Lowest costs among the county. Low Rates. Efficient. Cost Effective



Community buy‐in on rate structure

FROM CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
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Rates and Charges
 Adoption of rates and charges that are fair and equitable for all customers


Rate sustainability, affordability

Fiscally Responsible and Sustainable
 Other issues are trumped by maintaining a fiscally responsible district


[x2] Fiscal sustainability long‐term

FROM EARLY IN THE PROCESS
Water Supply Has Strong Upward Pressure. Currently, water supply takes up about 1/3 of the
budget. It could take up more than ½ of the budget within a decade unless changes are made.


MWD rate increases will be above inflation due to aging infrastructure, Bay Delta Fix, and
member agencies roll off.



CWA rate increases will be above inflation to aging infrastructure, high debt, local supplies
replacing imported water, etc.



Loss of Hodges water raises costs. Mandated decrease in Hodges storage increases decreases
SFID's lowest cost water supply.



Hodges seismic repairs will add substantial costs.



Reduced water sales during times of drought, from state regulations, water‐wise landscaping,
etc., lower revenue and put pressure on rates.



Increased state regulations generally increase costs over time.



Climate change increases water management costs by increasing the extremes: more hot and
dry periods and more periods of heavy rainfall and flood.

Capital Improvements about at inflation. Apart from Hodges Costs and potential Indirect Potable
Reuse costs, CIP should stay near inflation. About equivalent to the $5 million per year budgeted in
recent years.
Staffing a little above inflation. Our benefits and staffing costs are in line with the competitive
marketplace, which should be just above inflation. We may not need to add staff, unless there is a
decision to increase customer service levels.


District will continue to focus on lean staffing to keep costs down

Some Possible Elements of Fiscal Responsibility


We will need to define what fiscal responsibility and sustainability is: first and foremost,
maintaining low rates? Investing whatever it takes to ensure high quality and reliability of
services? Stable and predictable rates, and/or…?
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FOCUS AREA 2 Infrastructure Reliability & Security
Raw Data (Note: dam repair and water facilities are under water supply, not here)
Note that the raw data is a summary of comments on this topic from multiple sources. It is just for
reference in the event it stimulates some ideas. It will be deleted later.
FROM ENVIRONMENTAL SCAN
 Continuously upgrade infrastructure


New or updated corporate facilities

FROM SUMMARY OF THE INTERVIEWS
 Make sure the Facilities Master Plan and CIP are flexible, adaptive, and cover issues such as
cyber security.


Deferring maintenance to save money in the near‐term costs more in the long‐term. There is a
Board policy question related to the cost and tolerance for risks versus desire for increased
reliability. What level of risk, reliability and cost does the District want to pay for?

FROM VISION STATEMENTS
 Build, maintain, and operate infrastructure to maximize asset value.


Maintain and invests in infrastructure by methodical planning to maximize asset value and
generational equity.

FROM CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
 Focus on good strong infrastructure.


Leverage assets to create opportunities that create sustainability.



Investing in infrastructure or investments that result in cost reductions for our customers

FROM EARLY IN THE PROCESS (THIS IS FOR WHAT IS ALREADY HERE

Issues, Opportunities and Challenges
 Filtration plant upgrades needed. These are built into current rates.


Substantial "Smart" investments needed to maintain current level of service from aging or
inadequate facilities. CIP costs to maintain a reliable system could range from the current ten
year average of about $3.6 million per year to an estimated $5 million to $8 million per year in
the coming years.



Note: The District is about to begin a major Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) and Master Plan.
These studies will systematically evaluate the water system and develop a 10 year plan for
upgrade and maintenance, along with timing and costs. As the studies unfold, staff will be asking
the board to give direction on the amount to invest in the system that best balances cost, risk,
and service reliability.



The primary venue to discuss this topic will be when the CIP and Master Plan are brought to the
Board. In terms of the Strategic Plan one important issue to clarify with the board is the
expected magnitude of the costs so they are not surprised and reluctant.
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FOCUS AREA 3: Water Supply Diversity & Sustainability
Raw Data
Note that the raw data is a summary of comments on this topic from multiple sources. It is just for
reference in the event it stimulates some ideas. It will be deleted later.
FROM ENVIRONMENTAL SCAN
OPPORTUNITIES:


Regional need for long‐term reliable supplies



Regional surplus treatment space



Other local reservoirs



Water supply opportunities through Hodges and surplus water treatment capacity

FROM SUMMARY OF THE INTERVIEWS
 Water supply is ok. By 2030, San Diego County expects not to buy any water from MWD.


Need to prepare for State standards that are likely to cut back water use.

CENTRAL IMPORTANCE OF HODGES IN LONG‐TERM COST CONTROL AND SUPPLY RELIABILITY


Getting Hodges fixed may be critical to achieving long‐term financial sustainability and local
control. Will require near‐term investment for long‐term savings.



Hodges needs near‐term repairs within two years. Would be good for the District to control it,
because we will be more focused and efficient than the City which has many competing
priorities. If not done on time we will need to lower the lake more.



The City may be willing to sell water rights because it is focused on Pure Water. It would
require an investment but long‐term owning more Hodges rights would probably save money
and improve water supply reliability.



Repairing the dam could take ten years or more to build and could cost from $150 million to
$280 million. We owe 14% of cost (up to ~$40 million at the high end).

POTABLE REUSE


Potable reuse could provide many benefits: lower long‐term costs, improve quality, increase
local control, and water supply independence, improve reliability, provide 10% more water to
customers. It might allow us to sell water to others and help spread cost of rebuilding Hodges to
others.



San Dieguito Reservoir could use upgrades. 30% of capacity is lost due to solids build up from
treatment solids. Dredging it would increase quality and quantity. It would also be helpful to
treat brackish water and keep solids out.



Having our own treatment plant with excess capacity gives us independence to take raw
water from imported, Hodges water, IPR, and to continue serving water when imported
supplies are cut off.

FROM VISION STATEMENTS
 Provide a safe, reliable, drought and disaster tolerant water supply


Cost‐effective supply
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Shared repair/maintenance water transfers



Drought and disaster tolerant sources



District has developed a locally sustainable water supply portfolio that provides customers with
long‐term certainty with regard to cost, availability and local control.



Certainty and local control



With assistance and guidance from the District, its customers are using water efficiently.



Develop and manage our water supply portfolio to cost‐effectively meet changing demands and
availability of water supply resources.

Water
Water Quality
 Water quality and regulatory compliance ‐‐ relates to infrastructure and planning.


Tied to succession planning

Water resources, sustainability
 any new water supply is more expensive than current costs


Water transfers / share in repair and maintenance of Hodges (if can find another use for
Hodges. Invest)



[x3] Water use efficiency & Water Supply Sustainability

Water Treatment
 Can we treat cost effectively over time?
FROM EARLY IN THE PROCESS (THIS IS FOR WHAT IS ALREADY HERE
WHY NEED ADDITIONAL WATER WITH CONSERVATION AND SUCCESS OF CWA. DO WE NEED THE
WATER?


We don't so much need water for reliability rather for long‐term cost control. We can take
advantage of assets we have. New economy of scale for region. Business opportunity. Help
neighbors for reliability. We may not want or need. Resiliency, reliability, local control, flexibility,
future business opportunities (trades, exchanges)



State will set more strict water use targets (SB 606/AB 1668) with permanent monthly
reporting beginning in 2023 and mandatory limits beginning within a few years after that. We
expect the state to mandate some level of cutbacks.



Potable reuse projects provide 10% credit from state limits. Our customers could use up to
10% more water than initially allocated if we had a potable reuse supply.



There is currently a 57% Cut in Hodges Storage until it is strengthened. This is a 15% cut in our
water supply. Also, a cut in our lowest cost water supply for up to a decade or so.

INCREASING CHALLENGES TO MAINTAIN RELIABILITY AND CONTROL COSTS


Climate change impacts water reliability—with more extreme weather, overall dryer and hotter
but with more years of heavy rainfall as well more drought



Imported water reliability is at some risk. Water from Northern California is at the mercy of
many state mandates and restrictions, especially since much of it has to move through the Delta
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which is hotly fought over by urban, agricultural users and environmental interests and
impacted by climate change.


Regional indirect potable reuse (IPR) project could provide numerous benefits: increase local
control, provide a sustainable supply, increase our state allocation form SB 606/AB1668 by 10%,
add cost sharing for Hodges retrofit, and cost less over time than imported supplies.



There is the potential to acquire some or all of the City's Hodges rights. There are water supply
benefits and financial costs to this. (note: are we ready for these topics to be public?)

WATER COSTS RISING ABOVE INFLATION


The days of abundant cheap imported water are past. State regulatory, environmental and
water infrastructure costs have been increasing faster than the rate of inflation.



Imported water costs rising: $1,600 today slated to cost up to $3,800 or so in 20 years? ~4.5%
inflation. 5%+ per year



Currently water supply is taking about one‐third of the District budget. If we make no changes in
our water supply mix, it could easily take up half the budget, or more.



Our low cost local water supply from Hodges is currently cut about in half due to seismic issues.
Repairing Hodges could take up to $200 million, of which we owe about 15% or, perhaps $30
million.



Desal will cost over $3,000 per acre foot soon (versus $2,800 now), SGG&E is seeking to raise
rates 9.8% currently.



Costs will increase further as some members of the County Water Authority utilize their own
sources like the City's Pure Water program. When they decrease their commitment to imported
water, the remaining members will have to split the contribution that they will roll off.
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FOCUS AREA 4: Organizational & Workforce Development
Raw Data
Note that the raw data is a summary of comments on this topic from multiple sources. It is just for
reference in the event it stimulates some ideas. It will be deleted later.
FROM ENVIRONMENTAL SCAN
STRENGTH: A Great Agency



# applicants shows desirability



Well‐run organization



Good equipment



Past investment in the system

STRENGTH: Lean Staffing Lowers Costs & gets
the Job Done
Quality Product
 Customer service



Making a difference!



"Love my work”.

STRENGTH: Great People



Good benefits



Dedicated Board & Staff



# applicants show desirability



Skilled, experienced, knowledgeable staff



STRENGTH: A Great Agency
 Well‐run organization

4. Lean Staffing Lowers Costs & gets the
Job Done



5. Quality Product



Good equipment



Customer service



Past investment in the system

WEAKNESS: Pressure to Increase Staffing
 Employee training & development

STRENGTH: Great People
 Dedicated Board & Staff


May need more staffing/technology to
meet increased demands.



More collaboration opportunities between
departments

Skilled, experienced, knowledgeable staff

STRENGTH: Good Place to Work
 "Love my work"




Good benefits

FROM SUMMARY OF THE INTERVIEWS
 SFID can't have an ambitious plan for the district without the staff resources to support it. It is a
challenge to do all we need to do with a small staff.


OPEB (Other Post‐Employment Benefits) exceed what others get in the public sector.



There were numerous compliments about the high quality of staff and board confidence in
them.



Need an inclusive environment. There are no women in operations. There may be a shortage of
candidates, but what can we do about that. Need to attract people.

FROM VISION STATEMENTS
 Valued workforce


Treat employees with dignity and equality



Recognize employees are important to the success of the District.



Recruit and retain, maximize and leverage employees' abilities.



Innovative
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Inclusive, respectful culture



Drive accountability within our organization with metrics and KPIs and strive to continuously
improve



Recruit and maintain a dedicated, knowledgeable, and diverse work force.

FROM VALUES STATEMENTS
 Continuous Improvement. We strive for excellence by working to innovate and continually
improve in all we do.
FROM CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
Organization and Workforce Development
 Help employees create a more efficient and sustainable workforce. Succession planning
Importance of Employees


[x2] Our people are our most important asset ‐‐ attract, retain, maximize and leverage their
ability to support initiatives with other efforts

FROM EARLY IN THE PROCESS (THIS IS FOR WHAT IS ALREADY HERE
 Increased training and employee development needs due to increasing technology and
regulatory requirements.


Competition with other agencies for talent especially for certified positions. There are 400
vacancies in the region and SFID expects up to 35% of staff to retire in five years.



Need to increase interdepartmental collaboration to meet challenges.



Need new or updated corporate facilities.



No significant increase in operation staffing is expected. Current operational responsiveness is
good.



Customer and community service level is adequate. One or two more staff could be helpful to
support AMI, monthly billing, and general service.



It could be beneficial for SFID to take lead roles in Hodges rebuild and/or a potential IPR
program. This could require additional people.



Consider development of staffing and succession plan as a venue to deal with staffing questions.
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FOCUS AREA 5: Community Outreach & Education
Raw Data
Note that the raw data is a summary of comments on this topic from multiple sources. It is just for
reference in the event it stimulates some ideas. It will be deleted later.
FROM ENVIRONMENTAL SCAN
STRENGTH: Strong relationships with regional water /wastewater agencies
CHALLENG: Differing views of Communities
 Challenge of building shared community understanding and support. Communication &
outreach. Perceived equity on water rate structure
WEAKNESS: Communicate and Update
 Communication—internal & external. Public outreach, education & transparency
FROM SUMMARY OF THE INTERVIEWS
 We are always talking about all these outside pressures. Why don't we lobby? Regulations
should reflect our community – for example water use based on land mass.


Staff gets a good response when working and interacting in the community. When people get a
large water bill, they are unhappy and it is hard to connect the amount of water used to the bill.



The most common comment in the interviews was about differences in perceptions among
some customers, which, in reality is relatively few.



It was noted that the District should be able to build shared understanding and support



Most indicated an active desire to bring a shared community wide understanding about the
District and a lot of hopefulness that this board would be able to successfully work together.



One person said that we need to bring the silent majority of people together (bypassing the
negative few).



People need to understand the value and what it takes to provide water. Not going to make
everyone happy. It is a process of education and transparency.



There was a universal or near universal comment that the District can and must do more and do
better at outreach.



Communication has not been adequate. Much more is needed. District email list is limited. Can
we piggyback on RSF email list?



Must sign up for a portal to engage with leak policy but only 9% of customers are signed up.
Requests for leak reimbursement denied because not on portal. Need a campaign to get people
to sign up and use that AMI tool.



Treatment plant could be a flagship of excellence for district outreach. Outreach to schools,
tours to demonstrate the dedication of staff working overtime, the training. We are leaders in
the region, doing studies and coming out ahead. High professionalism. Everything is top of the
line. Water is A‐plus. But the grounds, lobby and visible portions don't reflect that.

FROM VISION STATEMENTS
 Public engagement and Transparent decision making


Educate on efficient, sustainable water use
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Community buy‐in, rate approval



Excellent customer‐focused service



Collaborate with neighboring agencies to reduce costs and develop new water resources



The District is considered a trusted and respected partner in the community.



Engage with customers to build a shared understanding of and support for the District's
programs and services.



Anticipate and prepare for future regulatory mandates and lobby for our customer best
interests.

FROM VALUES STATEMENTS
 Teamwork & Collaboration. We will best serve our customers and each other by working
collaboratively among staff, with the Board, our communities and other organizations around
the region.


Communication and Transparency. Two‐way communication and engagement with our
customers, and transparency in reporting and decision‐making are the foundation for fulfilling
the public trust.

FROM CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
Collaborative


[x3] Collaborate with nearby agencies to reduce costs and consolidate activities that would
develop new sources of water

Proactively Influence Regulations
Challenges that will require additional education, communication, and engagement.


Water supply challenges (climate change, potential drought, SB 606/AB1668, Lake Hodges
cutback, Possible potable reuse, possible need for increased conservation, etc.



Needed investments in smart facilities.



Bridging generally differing needs and viewpoints of large and smaller property owners

What direction is needed from the Board in terms of engagement?


The scope and level of effort

Changes needed in District's relationship to the public, especially during a drought.


During the last drought, there was a feeling that the District was focused on policing customer
water use rather than being helpful. It felt heavy‐handed and came along with increased rates
leading to a frustration that the District was charging more for less. That is the reality during
deep droughts.



The District needs to be more proactive, helping people to use water efficiently and doing a
more thorough job helping customers understand the water reality in San Diego and across the
state. It would also help if the District were seen to be lobbying on behalf of the community for
regulations that match the realities of the District.



Having a plan, like IPR that would help improve water supply reality and control costs would
help ustomers both in terms of water supply and cost and, importantly, in the sense that the
District is "doing something" for them.
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FOCUS AREA 6: Water Quality & Regulatory Compliance
Raw Data
Note that the raw data is a summary of comments on this topic from multiple sources. It is just for
reference in the event it stimulates some ideas. It will be deleted later.
FROM SUMMARY OF THE INTERVIEWS
 Water Quality & Regulatory Compliance


Emerging contaminants will be a challenge (are there any identified ones)



District Could Improve Water Quality and Save Money with Watershed and Source Water
Management. This would involve San Dieguito, Hodges, etc.

FROM VISION STATEMENTS
Identify cost‐effective, efficient mitigating solutions to climate change
Measures to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
Allows the District to adapt to and manage potential impacts from climate change, thereby providing
increased reliability to its customers.
District will adapt and mitigate for potential climate change impacts with cost‐effective solutions that
beneﬁt both the environment and its ratepayers.
Many people want to do everything possible to be environmentally conscious ‐‐ would they be willing
to pay more to be better stewards of the environment?
FROM CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
Proactively Influence Regulations
 Influencing the regulatory requirements
Water Treatment
 Can we treat cost‐effectively over time
FROM EARLY IN THE PROCESS (THIS IS FOR WHAT IS ALREADY HERE
 The District does need to comply, but Is there a specific issue or issues here or is the purpose to
round out the plan and make it comprehensive.


This category (water quality and regulatory) as well as staffing and infrastructure are not
strategic and should not be in the plan. [
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FOCUS AREA 6: Other
Raw Data
Note that the raw data is a summary of comments on this topic from multiple sources. It is just for
reference in the event it stimulates some ideas. It will be deleted later.
FROM ENVIRONMENTAL SCAN
STRENGTH


Engaged, productive Board with diversity of experience



Shared Board and Staff desire to help unite the service area

FROM VISION STATEMENTS
Identify cost‐effective, efficient mitigating solutions to climate change
Measures to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
Allows the District to adapt to and manage potential impacts from climate change, thereby providing
increased reliability to its customers.
District will adapt and mitigate for potential climate change impacts with cost‐effective solutions that
beneﬁt both the environment and its ratepayers.
Many people want to do everything possible to be environmentally conscious ‐‐ would they be willing
to pay more to be better stewards of the environment?
Near‐term and long‐range planning should incorporate technology.
Effectively manage and is prepared for emergency situations, such as fire, earthquake, or cyber‐attack.
FROM VALUES STATEMENTS
 Environmental stewardship. Shared responsibility for being good environmental stewards.
FROM CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
Commitment to Customers


Customers have no other choice ‐‐ there is a role here for the District to play given this fact.



Remain customer‐focused, whether it's rates or preparedness

Strategic Focus Areas


[some are not strategic] Strategic focus areas are directly linked to the business plan and those
focus areas.

Environmental


Many people want to do be environmentally conscious ‐‐ would they pay more to be better
stewards of the environment?



Environmentally responsible ‐ as much of an opportunity as well as a threat

Vision


What is our 10‐year vision?

Customer Focused
Board


Ongoing role of Board working together for best interests of all its customers.
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Summary of the Environmental Scan (May Be Helpful Background
Information)

Below is the summary of strengths, needs and challenges developed from the staff and Board
interviews and staff workshops that were presented to the board last October. They have been
slightly reorganized, grouped, and updated.

Internal Strengths
SFID Enjoys
A Great Agency
Well‐run organization
Good equipment
Past investment in the system
Great People
Dedicated Board & Staff
Skilled, experienced, knowledgeable staff
Good Place to Work
"Love my work"
Good benefits
# applicants shows desirability
Lean Staffing Lowers Costs & gets the Job Done
Quality Product
Customer service
Low Rates
Relationship with CWA
Local Water Supply Options
Low cost Hodges Water
Opportunities through Hodges
Surplus treatment Capacity
Strong relationships with regional water
/wastewater agencies
Engaged, productive Board with a diversity of
experience
Shared Board and Staff desire to help unite the
service area

Internal Weaknesses
SFID Can Improve Upon
Communicate and Update
Communication—internal & external
Public outreach, education & transparency
Pressure to Increase Staffing
Employee training & development
May need more staffing/technology to meet
increased demands

DRAFT

More collaboration opportunities between
departments
Upgrade Facilities
Continuously upgrade infrastructure
New or updated corporate facilities.
Hodges Dam Repair cost and impact on water

External Threat
SFID Can Be Affected by
Financial Pressures
Increasing costs
Increasing regulations & Mandates
Aging infrastructure
Aging & inadequate facilities
Conservation & environmental issues
Retirements, staffing, and training
Water reliability from Nor Cal
Differing views of Communities
Challenge of building shared community
understanding and support
Communication & outreach
Perceived equity on the water rate structure
Regulatory
State regulations, legislation, impacts on
imported supplies, conservation mandates, etc.

External Opportunities
SFID Can Take Advantage of
Regional need for long‐term reliable supplies
Regional surplus treatment space
Other local reservoirs
Shared costs and resources of potential
local/regional water supply project
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Challenges and Opportunities (May Be Helpful Background Information)
Below is a list of key issues and challenges identified in the process that are expected to face
the District in the future. Each participant was asked to Identify a short list of key issues that
the District must effectively respond to if it is to meet its mission and serve its customers.
Finance

Environmental

Rates and Charges
Adoption of rates and charges that are fair and
equitable for all customers.

Many people want to do be environmentally
conscious ‐‐ would they pay more to be better
stewards of the environment?
Environmentally responsible ‐ as much of an
opportunity as well as a threat

Rate sustainability, affordability
Fiscally Responsible and Sustainable

Water

Other issues are trumped by maintaining a
fiscally responsible district.

Water Quality. Water quality and regulatory
compliance ‐‐ relates to infrastructure and
planning.

[x2] Fiscal sustainability long‐term
Vision

Tied to succession planning.

What is our 10‐year vision?

Water resources, sustainability. New supplies
are more expensive than current costs.

Customer Focused
Collaborative
[x3] Collaborate with nearby agencies to reduce
costs and consolidate activities that would
develop new sources of water
Proactively Influence Regulations

Water transfers / share in repair and
maintenance of Hodges.
[x3] Water use efficiency & Water Supply
Sustainability
Water Treatment. Can we treat cost effectively
over time?

Influencing the regulatory requirements

Commitment to Customers

Organization and Workforce Development

Customers have no other choice. There is a role
for the District to play given this fact.

Help employees create a more efficient and
sustainable workforce. Succession planning
Importance of Employees
[x2] Our people are our most important asset ‐‐
attract, retain, maximize and leverage their
ability to support initiatives with other efforts.
Good Infrastructure
Focus on good strong infrastructure.

Remain customer‐focused, whether it's rates or
preparedness.
Strategic Focus Areas
[some are not strategic] Strategic focus areas
are directly linked to the business plan and
those focus areas.
Board

Leverage assets to create opportunities that
create sustainability.
Investing in infrastructure or investments that
result in cost reductions for customers.

Ongoing role of Board working together for best
interests of all its customers.
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